
No wristband 

No race

Need a replacement
wristband?

Purchase a new one from
the Admin Area for $10

2023 LiveHeats Cheat Sheet
PRE CARNIVAL

Is your wristband
correctly yours?

Check by scanning the QR
code on the underside

Event entries will be published 
via liveheats.com/slssa

It is the athlete's job to check 
they are entered correctly

The random draw will be 
visible on the SLSA 

LiveHeats page 
liveheats.com/slssa

You can also search your name to
find your random position in an

event and then your progression
afterwards

DRAW INFORMATION

WRISTBAND INFORMATION

Your athlete number will change each event

It's the responsibility of the athlete, parent or team 
manager to know your random draw number!
This can be done using any device with internet via 
liveheats.com/slssa

Do NOT forget your random draw number
OR your wristband!

RANDOM NUMBER AND PRE MARSHALLING  INFORMATION

Once you hear the FIRST CALL for
Marshalling, please approach the area
Marshalls in high visibility rash vests. 

23RD
MARCH
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Entries
available 

Team
managers

portal

20TH
MARCH

https://liveheats.com/SLSSA
https://liveheats.com/SLSSA
https://liveheats.com/SLSSA


Athletes will be scanned into a
marshalling pen

Once you enter you can't to leave
until you are called to the start line

No parents, team managers are
permitted in this area

MARSHALLING

NO team changes at
marshalling 

Team changes must be made
on the new Team Managers

Dashboard or at admin

Craft NOT permitted
in marshalling area

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Marshals will continue to assign
the remaining heats in the

marshalling area

Stay in your heat when you have
been lined up!

Remember your 
random draw number!

We suggest writing your random
draw number on the athlete's hand 

 Eg. Swim (SW) 47, 
Board (B) 161 etc.

SW 47
B 161

Marshalling Officials will confirm your participation in the event by
scanning of the wristband as you enter the marshalling area

Marshalls will use your random draw number to assign you to your 
heats, NOT calling names individually!

Once marshalling has finished, heats will be drawn and event
progression announced by marshal

Once the first heat is assigned they
will be in instructed to collect craft
(if required) and go straight to the

line

A line marshal will ensure you are in
correct order
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RECORDING & FUTURE ROUNDS

GENERAL GUIDANCE

Parents, Team Managers 
& athletes always use 
liveheats.com/slssa
to see progressions 
through the rounds 

Athletes are EXPECTED
to know their

subsequent heat and line
positions for upcoming

rounds

LiveHeats will inform
participants of their

heat number and line
position as the event

progresses
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Every athlete MUST be scanned
to record their results

regardless of progressions

https://liveheats.com/SLSSA

